
WHAT ARE chakras?   
Chakras are increasingly popular, but what are they? Chakra means 

“wheel” or “disk,” indicating circular energy centers located at points in 
the body where energy of the Universe enters. Chakras are found in 

different cultures but they belong to no religion.  They are Universal.

HOW DO chakras WORK ?
Each center has a different purpose and when you balance them, 

they provide Univeral energy and guidance in your life. Each chakra 
corresponds to a specific organ and consciousness. They balance your 

physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual health and wellbeing. 

IS THIS RELIGIOUS? WHAT IS BELIEF IN   more?
Be (I am) is based on a truth found in religions but it is beyond religion. 

To be yourself is to begin to understand the saying, “I am that I am”.  
It is based on a belief in more. More can refer to the Universe, God, 
Source, Spirit, Nature ... it is personal. It is an open heart and mind. 

HOW IS THIS A   path?
The chakras are your path of return. Heaven and Earth are bridged  

by your heart and soul. Your heart is your compass, your soul is your 
guide and the chakras an energetic map. Be uses the 7 traditional 

chakras and the 5 star chakras which align to the  Zodiac. 

WILD soul Q+A  

ONLY FROM 
THE HEART CAN 
YOU TOUCH THE  

 sky
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WILD soul SEEK DESTINY 

 
WILL THIS TAKE TOO MUCH  time?
This can take as much or as little time as you want. You are investing 
in yourself and your life. This is about living your destiny. 

We suggest that you take 6 minutes in the morning and evening to 
center yourself (12). We have created a simple ritual practice. Ask the 
Universe for guidance (pray) and receive it (meditate). You may start 
to do this randomly in the day to recenter. Pay attention. Look for 
signs or synchronicity. The Universe is magic. It may show up as a book, 
person or opportunity. This is the mystery. This is the magic. Believe!

Spend time in each quadrant of the wheel:  
PHYSICAL - Be physical. If you can be in nature even better! Do.
EMOTIONAL - Be emotional. Connect to your heart. Create.
MENTAL - Be mental. Examine your belief system and ego. Journal.
SPIRITUAL - Be spiritual. Seek wisdom beyond yourself. Believe. 

ARE THERE  risks?
This is about being your highest potential, high vibe. It will require 
some energy but the nature of the Universe is balance. You have to let 
go to allow the natural harmony you seek to occur. That may incude 
letting go of beliefs and even people that hold you in patterns. 

IS THIS  hard?
You are creating a high vibe life but it is more about undoing than 
doing. What does this look like? Use your imagination and follow your 
heart. Get yourself in the mood. Put up fairy lights. Make blue berry 
pancakes. This is personal. Avoid rules. You have free will, use it! 
Follow your heart and soul! 

WHY SO  much?
We have used perfect
integrity. This is more 
than a product. 

THIS IS WHY YOU ARE HERE! 
DREAM YOUR DREAMS AWAKE!
THIS IS YOUR DESTINY!
YOU ARE THE LEGACY!

WHAT 

YOU  seek  IS 

SEEKING YOU.

RUMI 

“Whatever you can do, or dream 
you can begin. Boldness has genius,

 power and magicin it.” GOETHE
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